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Defense of Science 

By Nijah Glenn      D.U.Quark 2017(1) pgs. 2-3 

Published April 24, 2017      Opinion Pieces 

Science has always been a field of controversy. From the ancient world in which the 
beginnings of modern day science began to the Middle Ages to as recent as the autism 
vaccine controversy, one needn’t look far to know what anyone in the field is aware of. 
Not unlike previous eras, science is not only under scrutiny by the powers that fund it, 
but by the masses. While a mob and pitchfork mentality towards science may have 
worked in the days of the Inquisition, how on earth could such a mentality persist in the 
modern day? Much of this can be attributed to the inability to differentiate reliable 
information from unreliable ones and accept scientific without bias. 

As a STEM major, I never cease to see posts on social media about something of a 
scientific nature only to watch people distort its meaning or refute it all together if it 
does not fit their agenda. Perhaps somewhat worse is the scenario in real life, in which 
someone who has possibly read two scientific journal articles in their lifetime will argue 
with me about a subject I have studied at length in my program. While I initially 
debated until an agreement was reached, I realized this did neither side any favors 
simply because the other side did not engage with the intention of listening. In the age 
in which we live in, the impact of science is undeniable. Without science and 
technology, we would not have our cellphones, laptops, vaccinations, pasteurized milk, 
cleaning products, and countless other items that we can attribute to our health or daily 
routine; the regressive mentality that has taken hold is a danger to our future. 

A scientific writing class I took noted that much of the general population is actually not 
very well briefed on scientific matters. While apathy is partially to blame, scientific 
literacy is low because much of science is under lock and key. For instance, many 
articles are not open access (accessible without buying), and even if they were, a phrase 
such as “examining effluent from a specialized nitrogen extraction system” doesn’t go 
over too well without prior knowledge of effluents or extraction systems. When 
scientific literacy is low, it is incredibly easy for science to then be distorted by entities 
with an agenda, and creates a mistrust (unrightfully) of those within the scientific 
profession. Students, professors, physicians, and researchers are all seen as suspects, 
rather than authorities, unless the science fits the agenda of the entity manipulating 
information. By touting a single credible, peer reviewed study, it becomes easy to then 
spout information that seems veritable enough to not fact check. The danger of this 
however comes into play when the public refuses to admit that global warming exists, 
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or that lead is indeed toxic, regardless of the level. In an age of disinformation, science 
remains as a champion which prides itself on the ability to remain honest regardless of 
public opinion. 

I fear that despite our technological advancements, we are going in the exact opposite 
direction of progress. Rather than the Brave New World – like fear of scientific 
intervention in every aspect of life in the future and proliferation of information, we 
may very well face the fate Wells outlined in the Time Machine, in which humanity 
moved forward in year, and regressed in knowledge. Without scientific investigation, 
we would lack the regulations which ensure proper food safety and sewage regulations 
or still worry about smallpox and perfectly treatable diseases on a mass scale. Before 
you think of denying any piece of science, challenge yourself: do you know what you 
are challenging? Are you familiar with why it is important? Are you neutrally examining 
your stance and reputable information, or spouting off in accordance with your 
personal views? For posterity sake, it is important that in an age of technology, we 
continue to challenge what we know and to investigate and grow, not simply google 
what fits our agenda and discard the rest. 

  

Nijah Glenn is a senior biology major and dedicated youth activist. She is a TMC board 
member, member of the NewPeople editorial collective, avid coffee consumer, 
literature/film/music critic, and is dedicated to making both the scientific field & world 
more equitable. 
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The D.U.Quark Talks to Dr. Douglas 

Higinbotham 
By Daniel Robinson     D.U.Quark 2017(1) pgs. 4-7 

Published February 6, 2017     Staff Pieces 

Duquesne University was lucky to host visiting scholar Dr. Douglas Higinbotham, a staff 
scientist at Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility in Newport News, Virginia, 
from November 14 through December 9, 2016. Dr. Higinbotham gave a four-lecture 
mini-course for students and delivered a public lecture – “Building Blocks of Matter” – 
to a packed Pappert Lecture Hall. In early December, the Quark’s Editor-in-Chief sat 
down with Dr. Higinbotham for an interview on his work and experiences. 

What got you interested in your field? 

When I went to graduate school at the University of Virginia, I couldn’t figure out what I 
wanted to do. I liked science, and I liked physics, but I didn’t know which subfield. I 
couldn’t decide which group to join. Once I passed my qualifying examination, 
professors started coming to recruit me for their projects. One day, I’m wandering 
around the building, and one of the professors leans his head out of his office and says, 
“Doug, you wanna go to Amsterdam?” Of course, I said yes! That got me into nuclear 
physics. In the city of Amsterdam, there used to be a particle accelerator. Believe it or 
not, I went to Amsterdam, and although I was in this beautiful, unique and historic city, 
I actually spent almost all of my time working at the particle accelerator. 

What brought you to Duquesne? 

My invitation to Duquesne can be tracked all the way back to December of 1999. At 
that time, I started as a postdoc at Jefferson Lab. That same month, Fatiha 
Benmokhtar, who’s now a professor [at Duquesne] was sent to Jefferson Lab, as well, 
as a PhD student. I worked with Fatiha on her thesis experiment, and we have 
maintained contact over the years as we both progressed in our careers in nuclear 
physics. Dr. Benmokhtar suggested me to Dr. Simonetta Frittelli, and an invitation 
came from her and the Dean. 

What are your research interests? 

The size of the proton is currently my favorite research topic. For a long time, scientists 
thought the radius was 0.88 fm (femtometers). About five years ago, a group with a 
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very precise measurement found a value of 0.84 fm; and now, there’s this fight brewing 
in my field where you’ve got those who find the 0.84 fm result convincing, while others 
believe that the older results are correct. I’m part of the 0.84 fm group. 

What’s your favorite part of working at Jefferson Lab? 

I love working with students. In particular, I love it when a student takes a project you 
have given them to work on and comes back with a surprising result. It is not always 
right, but they’ve thought about a problem differently than you did. So, instead of 
rejecting surprising results out of hand, my point of view is always to sit back and go, 
okay, why did they see that, what’s going on here? Several times, this interaction has 
led to publications. On average, I am working with ten different students a year. 

What are some of the applications of the work going on at Jefferson Lab? 

All kinds of stuff. Very close to [Jefferson Lab] is a proton therapy machine. Protons are 
awesome for killing cancer, because [they] stop suddenly. So as protons are passing 
through matter, they’ll violently collide with something and stop, which means they 
can leave a large radiation dose in a very small area. Oddly enough, humans have 
known how to make proton beams for 50+ years. What we didn’t know how to do was 
to control that proton beam well enough so that it would pass through healthy tissue 
and hit just the cancer. To do that, I need to not only put the beam in the correct 
position, but set the energy of the beam just right, because I want to stop on the 
cancer, not on healthy tissue, like your brain or organs. What one needs to do is 
calculate all the material the beam will pass through very precisely and put the beam on 
that spot. What I needed, and people didn’t have, was an MRI machine and high-speed 
computers. I need MRI and computer control to make digital images of your body, set 
the energy of the beam, aim, and hit the cancer. 

The other thing we have in Newport News where the lab is located is a port. We’re one 
of the biggest seaports on the East Coast. And people worried, especially after 9/11, 
about people bringing a dirty bomb into the country. So every single container is put 
past a radiation detector. These detectors are the same types of detectors that we use 
in our experiments. They are designed as arches—and the trucks just drive through the 
arch. They’re weighed and are measured for radiation. So, if you have a nuclear weapon 
in your truck, port security is either going to see it because it causes the detectors to 
light up, or the truck is going to be so far overweight, it’ll be inspected carefully. It 
makes industry happy because all you have to do is drive your truck slowly past the 
arch. 
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Where do you see the field going in the near future and what do you think the most 
exciting opportunities are? 

Unless CERN starts seeing new particles, I think there’s going to be a huge return to 
quantum chromodynamics. There’s been a lot of focus on ideas, such as 
supersymmetry and string theory; but so far, it’s not panning out the way people had 
hoped. Based on those ideas, people were hoping to see a next generation of particles 
and a new level of complexity to the standard model. Instead, at CERN, which is the 
highest-energy machine we’ve made, we’ve seen the Higgs Boson as predicted by the 
standard model but we haven’t seen a new collection of stuff yet. Maybe it’s lurking 
around the corner and we’ll see it tomorrow. If we don’t, the focus is going to return to 
quantum chromodynamics, the physics of confined quarks and gluons. This is really the 
physics of the old masters, like Richard Feynman and that generation. One interesting 
feature of quantum chromodynamics is no one can solve the equations exactly; on the 
other hand, you can make a grid, put the rules on the grid, and you solve it on a lattice. 
As time has marched on and computers have gotten faster, we’ve made the grid 
spacing small enough and the total grid size large enough that we’re mimicking the size 
of a proton. So one can start to get the dynamics of the proton on a lattice (known as 
lattice quantum chromodynamics), maybe not exactly yet, but as I keep making the 
grid size smaller and smaller, I should be approaching the complexity of a real proton. 

What has been the biggest challenge of your career? 

Oddly enough it was publishing a simple fit – even though every statistics textbook tells 
you to do the simple fits first and don’t go to the more complex fits until you’ve rejected 
the simple ones. Just imagine you have some points of data that can be described by a 
line. One can, of course, take a complex 

function and wiggle through those same points; but the more complex function isn’t 
necessarily justified. Now, imagine what would happen if the fit using the complex 
function passes peer-review and is published first. Then, you come along with a simple 
line fit for the same data. Who do you think your peer reviewers are going to be? It’s not 
just any old scientists, it’s the scientists with the complex fits! So, of course, when I 
attempted to publish the simple fit, I had amazing fights over it. That was quite a battle. 
That was fun. 

What has been the most important lesson of your career? 

Believe your data and don’t focus on the results other groups have obtained. When one 
gets experimental data, regardless of the field, one should handle that data as if it were 
the only data in the world on that topic. Put in all the corrections that you know you 
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should, question your systematic error and do what you can to minimize it; question 
your statistical error and do what you can to reduce it honestly. When you’re done with 
your analysis, go back over it again with fresh eyes and see if there is anything that you 
missed. Only then should you step back, take a look at your results, and compare them 
to others. Throughout this process, ignore the other results, because you don’t want to 
be tempted to stop at a result because you got the answer the other group got. There is 
always a temptation to stop when you get agreement. Instead, put in all the corrections 
you know are there, and if you get a different result than the other group, stand up and 
say it. 

Do you have any advice for students who are interested in exploring the sciences 
and doing their own research? 

That’s where undergraduate programs come in. The National Science Foundation’s 
Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) and the Department of Energy’s 
Summer Undergraduate Learning Internship (SULI) are awesome, ten-week programs. 
They’ll pay to fly you out to a national lab or a university and spend ten weeks 
conducting a research project. In fact, when I was a student, I did an REU program at 
Penn State on atomic physics and it helped me realize then and there that I love basic 
research. Now, I act as a mentor for Jefferson Lab’s SULI program. 
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Journeying to the Heart of the Matter 
By Madeline Galbraith     D.U.Quark (2017)1 pgs. 8-9 

Published February 6, 2017     Staff Pieces  

On December 5th, 2016 Dr. Douglas Higinbotham, a staff scientist from Thomas 
Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, took us on a journey to discover the building 
blocks of matter: quarks. This path began 3000 years ago when Aristotle believed earth, 
air, wind, fire, and æther to be the building blocks of matter. This initial model was 
revised many times, leading to the late 1800’s formulation of the periodic table of the 
elements. In this table each element was considered to be one building block. However, 
as Dr. Higinbotham mentioned, the model was too complex, going from 5 to over 100 
individual pieces. The model was then simplified to 3 building blocks – protons, 
neutrons, and electrons. The model gained complexity again with the quantum 
mechanical table of the elements – a simplification of the periodic table of elements 
based on the arrangement of electrons – and the Chart of Nuclides, an inclusive 

arrangement of elements with a varying 
number of neutrons. Scientists again wanted 
a simpler model and realized neutrons and 
protons were made of smaller particles. These 
subatomic particles were called quarks and 
held together by a glue-like particle called the 
gluon. Quarks come in flavors (pairs) of up and 
down, strange and charm, and top and 
bottom. Using only up quarks, down quarks, 
and electrons, the entire periodic table of the 
elements can be reconstructed. This model, 
called the Standard Model, was supported 
with the detection of the Higgs Boson, a 
predicted particle, at CERN (European 
Organization for Nuclear Research). 

One mission of Jefferson Lab is understanding how to create quarks and gluons from 
protons and neutrons, and vice versa. Dr. Higinbotham introduced how particle 
physicists detect these particles. Similar to how X-rays work, we can “see” the charged 
particles in devices such as a cloud chamber by looking at the paths it travels. The 
scientists use linear accelerators, aka atom smashers, to create quarks and gluons by 
breaking apart neutrons and protons. A beam of electrons is created and then 
accelerated around a “race track” using magnets. The resultant electron beam is 12 
GeV, which is over one trillion times the voltage you can get from a wall socket, and 
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requires massive amounts of engineering to create. The electron beam is directed into 
the experimental setup and “breaks” apart the protons and neutrons. The particles 
created by the collision are tracked and identified using mathematical models that take 
data from particle detectors, such as Cherenkov detectors. 

Dr. Higinbotham illustrated the importance of researching the behavior of protons and 
neutrons when an experiment resulted in astrophysicists changing their picture of a 
neutron star. Not only is particle physics relevant to other sciences, but it also has 
applications in MRI imaging, proton therapy for cancer patients, and homeland 
security. The most important implication of this research is that scientists now realize 
the building blocks of matter to are quarks, gluons, and electrons. 
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Have we Found our Neighbors? The Search for 
Habitable Planets Outside our Solar System 

By Madeline Galbraith     D.U.Quark 2017(1) pgs. 10-11 

Published April 24, 2017      Staff Pieces 

Recently, the discovery of seven Earth-size planets that could contain water was 
announced. The system, called the TRAPPIST-1, contains a group of planets orbiting an 
ultra-cool dwarf star. Therefore, planets very close to the “ultra-cool” dwarf star can 
hold liquid water, unlike our own solar system. Scientists are excited with this discovery 
because, based upon our knowledge from Earth, the existence of water is a precursor to 
the potential for life. 
These seven planets 
are also the closest 
exoplanets (planets 
not within our solar 
system) that may 
have water, at only 40 
light years away from 
Earth. Meaning that if 
you were traveling at 
the speed of light it 
would take 40 years to 
reach the planets. This 
neighboring system can be understood by astronomers with the use of the Spitzer 
Space Telescope. Based upon the results taken from Spitzer and ground telescopes, 
scientists determined the duration of a planet’s orbit around the star, number of 
orbiting planets, distance of the planet to the star, approximate size of the planet, and 
the planets’ composition. Further studies will be conducted to determine the 
habitability of the planet and determine which substances could be found on the 
planet. 

Finding a potential for life in planets that do not orbit a star like the sun broadens the 
possibilities of where to search for life; scientists have previously focused on planets 
that were Earth-like (i.e. orbiting a star of similar size to the sun within a distance 
possible for liquid water to exist). Furthermore, these aren’t the first potentially 
habitable exoplanets discovered, nor will they be the last. The Planetary Habitability 
Laboratory at the University of Puerto Rice at Arecibo maintains a list of potentially 
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habitable planets (http://phl.upr.edu/projects/habitable-exoplanets-catalog). Arguably, 
the most intriguing question is “What will happen if we find intelligent life on these 
planets that are only 40 light years away?” 

 More information on the TRAPPIST-1 system can be found 
at: https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/nasa-telescope-reveals-largest-batch-of-earth-
size-habitable-zone-planets-around 

The original research can be accessed 
at: http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v542/n7642/full/nature21360.html 

Gillon, M.; Triaud, A. H. M. J.; Demory, B.-O.; Jehin, E.; Agol, E.; Deck, K. M.; Lederer, S. 
M.; de Wit, J.; Burdanov, A.; Ingalls, J. G.; Bolmont, E.; Leconte, J.; Raymond, S. N.; 
Selsis, F.; Turbet, M.; Barkaoui, K.; Burgasser, A.; Burleigh, M. R.; Carey, S. J.; 
Chaushev, A.; Copperwheat, C. M.; Delrez, L.; Fernandes, C. S.; Holdsworth, D. L.; 
Kotze, E. J.; Van Grootel, V.; Almleaky, Y.; Benkhaldoun, Z.; Magain, P.; Queloz, D. 
Seven Temperate Terrestrial Planets around the Nearby Ultracool Dwarf Star 
TRAPPIST-1. Nature 2017, 542 (7642), 456–460. 

*Image courtesy of NASA/JPL-Caltech 
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